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Wh e n The BelI Jar was published in January 1963, Sylvia Plath had less than a
month to live. The struggle of those last few weeks has been immortalized and perpetuated
in biographies, literary criticism, and the zoor film Syluia. The harsh winter that shut down
lnndon, the stmggle of caring for two young children, concerns for money, estrangement
from Ted Hughes, her suicide-all of these images color our perceptions of The BeII Jar.
Some would even argue that this story has eclipsed the plot of The BeII Jar. The French literary theorist Gerard Genette contends narrators are frames for larger cultural contexts, and
it seems the ultimate narrator of The Bell Jar could be the legend of the last few weeks of
a desperate and depressed Plath. Therefore, it is naive to think we can discuss Sylvia Plath
without referencing her biography. Yet, it is unreasonable to imagine there is nothing else
to say without this context. The BeII Jar is rich with social commentary, particularly in its
discussion of the roles of language and identity formation. This is obscured when we do not
consider the larger implications of Plath's work. Biography is a piece ofthe puzzle, but it is
by no means the ultimate piece or perhaps even the largest. The BeII Jar can be read as a
cautionary tale for women. After all, if every little boy can grow up to be president, what can
every little girl be? How does she reconcile this conversation in modern culture? How does
this discourse relate to the choices available to her? One particular reason Plath's protagonist
struggles with this d1'namic is her choice to see identity as being defined through language.
A wife, a professional, an artist-all are exclusive tasks to Esther Greenwood. She sees these
words as tightly contained nouns with strict denotations. There seems to be no conversation
for reconciling multiple options. Language, therefore, becomes an instrument of constriction, translating the limitations of expressing and understanding our own experiences.
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for her. Indeed, the first line of ?he BelI Jar, "I didn't knowwhat I was doing in NewYork"'is
not coincidental (r). Without a narrator to tell Esther what to say or how to act, she is adrift,
not able to "do." To further indicate Esther's misplaced compass, Kate Baldwin contends that
Plath's decision to use a first-person narrator "is also present as a warning" (24). The vastness ofthe city foreshadows the deconstruction offormerly clear signals and constructs. Plath
carefully notes how the city mirrors this eventuality with "fake, country-wet freshness that .
. . evaporated . . . [m]irage-gray. . . the hot streets waverling]" (r); it cannot be pinned down
to a certainty, which is also supported by Esther's effusiveness. Choosing the right words is
a struggle, and when Esther begins to buckle under this tension, she notes "something was
wrong with me that summer . . . all the little successes I'd totted up so happily at college
fizzled to nothing outside the slick marble and plate-glass fronts along Madison Avenue" (z).
Language, the mode that has defined every inch of her identity, has begun to fail her.
To compound this void, New York City serves as a microcosm of America's confusing
and competing identities. In her zoo6 study of Plath's relationship to the Cold War, Sally
Bayley sees America as "a culture that defamiliarizes and depersonalizes, a culture in which
the protective boundaries ofthe private realm are persistently opened up to a direct encounter with the rhetoric of nation" (rS8). As Bayley supports, America's national rhetoric defines
how language molds and changes our perceptions of reality, both in theory and in practice.
In the novel's 1953 setting, the impending execution of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg dominates the news; this exposure represents the danger inherent in unclear identity boundaries,
and Plath reinforces how this is expressed in language. Plath consciously chooses to focus on
the many newspaper articles covering the event to emphasize the relationship between storytelling and identity. Actual newspapers from that time painstakingly mythologized "Ethel Rosenberg's status as a bad mother" (Baldwin z5). The reworking of a public, maternal
identity is compelling because it indicates culture mandating the exposure and persecution
ofthose who fall out oftraditional storylines. Additionally, the Rosenbergs'execution represents the sense of public theatre that drives identity performance. The couple appeared
as a "normal" American family, but they were revealed to be spies who were hemorrhaging
security secrets. This haunts Esther as it represents how her identity's thin veneer is peeling
away and the horrible tmths that can be exposed through language. Just as she is working to
perform the role of perfect daughter, perfect student, perfect worker, the Rosenbergs point
to the danger of such connotations. The dread of their execution rests on Esther's conscience

reminder of this.
Likewise, work is a profound example of how public and private rhetoric shape identity. Esther is a scholarship winner, a successful writer, an excellent student and conforming to the expectations of these terms is painfully rewarding. Esther and her fellow guest
editors all won a contest for their positions, and they are compensated not only socially, but
monetarily. Plath writes that the girls are rewarded for their manipulation oflanguage since
"writing essays and stories and poems and fashion blurbs" gave birth to jobs (g). The terms
'gave" and 'Job" rweal how truly disparate Esther's language is. This rhetoric indicates that
she expresses herself in an oxymoron by impllng she was rewarded for her hard work with
more work. It may be more accurate than she realizes because allowing others to determine
as a
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Here, Plath points out how dissimilar Esther and Jay Cee's languages are. Notably, Plath
chose for Jay Cee to demand Esther learn more languages, but Esther fails to interpret multiple languages as possibilities for communication. Plath further supports this assertion with
Esther's admission that German seemed like "dense, black, barbed-wire letters [that] made
my mind shut like a clam" (gg). Esther's dead father, her grandmother, and mother all speak
German. Her brother speaks German so well that he can be mistaken for a native; he is able
to assimilate in a way Esther cannot. Plath's choice of "native" indicates her awareness of a
multiplicity Esther ca nnot recognize. Being a native implies Esther's brother's ability is to
be completely proficient. As he can be mistaken for a native speaker, he must also navigate
the nuances ofthe language that may not be taught through the structure offormal German.
His ability to express himself in multiple ways is a foil to Esther's search for an impossibly
singular language.
Not recognizing nuance results in Esther's strict, even pessimistic, interpretation of
language. Esther considers Jay Cee's suggestion ruthless. She translates "You need to offer more than the run of the mill person" as an authoritative judgment of her inadequacies
(33). While one can be open to whether this is Jay Cee's lack of sisterhood, it could equally
represent an honest nurturing. In fact, Esther's linguistic development, metaphorically and
literally, will allow her to better understand herself and others. Instead ofunderstanding Jay
Cee's suggestion as constructive, she takes it as a condemnation ofher own lacking. She cannot access the plurality of meanings available to her.
Perhaps Plath illustrates this best through the fig tree presented in Esther's copy
of 'The Thirty Best Short Stories of the Year.' In this story, a Jewish man and a nun are unable to reconcile a relationship because of their obvious cultural differences. The fig tree is
a prominent symbol of an inability to overcome differences and abandon strict interpretations ofbehavior. The tree image is central to Esther's struggle because it is a literal fusion of
diverse meanings in one vital form. The green branches represent multiple possibilities, and
yet, they are simultaneously connected by a healthy trunk, a center that can bear the weight
of these directions and their fruitfulness. Esther cannot accept such multiplicity; the story
must represent a single idea. Though Janet Badia also sees the fig tree as representative of
possibility, she ultimately confirms that "Esther's own fear of inadequary constantly over-

whelmsher,shecannotseethefigtree...inapositivelight...Esther'sdamagedself-image
turns the once-green branches into rotten, dreadful choices that fall, spoilt, to her feet" (r33).
What Esther does not see is that the story's characters suffer a loss because they are unable
to communicate their feelings, and, again, a narrative reaffirms separation from identity and
its possibilities.
Throughout the novel, Plath focuses on the idea of the self as scripted theatre. It
seems that Esther has spent the majority of her years quietly accepting what words and actions are socially prescribed. Esther is created by other people, a literal production of their
figurative hopes. In fact, Esther's life can be seen as a metaphor for the wishes ofher mother.
Mrs. Greenwood has sacrificed her interests to participate vicariously in her children's successes. From her labors, she has produced the "right" kind of children, children who can
compete and succeed in upper class worlds as noted through Esther's much-praised writing
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their virginity for marriage, men included. It also reinforces the concept of containing
complex ideas in a definite format/language. It is of course inaccurate since it creates a glorified definition of morality that Esther knows she and Buddy cannot live up to. She knows
Buddy is not a virgin and is frustrated that men are not stigmatized by sex. Men are allowed
to step out ofthese definitions while women risk being exposed as fallen either through reputation or pregnancy. Again, Esther cannot see possibility because her culture does not make
room in its language for an even sexual playing field. Furthermore, Buddy has intimated
that Esther is more experienced, and this falseness causes her to end the relationship since
"he didn't have the honest guts to admit it straight off to everybody and face up to it as part
of his character" (72). Now that Buddy has acted outside of his projected identity, Esther is
unsettled again. Citing Virginia Woolfs discussion in "Women in Fiction," Cora Kaplan notes
that since "[o]ur identities are . . . constructed through social hierarchy and cultural differentiation, as well as through those processes of division and fragmentation, our identities
arrived at through these structures will always be precarious and unstable" (87S). Esther's
experiences mirror this idea since she has invested in what her culture has told her to be.
Consequently, these competing pressures and the ineffectuality of language make Esther's
breakdown inevitable.
Plath presents Buddy's mother as another representation of strict gender definition.
Diane Bonds contends that "Esther is haunted by images suggesting the self-mutilations of
marriage and motherhood" (ror). Esther recalls the way in which Buddy Willard's mother
weaves a beautiful rug only to destroy its beauty in a matter of days by using it as a kitchen
mat. The message is clear to Esther who says, "I knew that in spite of all the roses and the
kisses . . . what [a man] secretly wanted when the wedding service ended was for [the wife]
to flatten out underneath his feet like Mrs. Willard's kitchen mat" (roz). However, what this
excludes is how work can tell a story. Mrs. Willard's rug is a representation of female material
culture and intense labor to create something beautiful, yet useful. The ultimate fate of its
withering beauty is a direct comment on personal interpretation and not just the mutilations
and sacrifices of marriage Mrs. Willard's kitchen mat is often mentioned in Plath criticism as
an example of neglecting the contributions of women's work. Esther mentions she would not
have made such a beautiful rug and then ruined it by using it. Her choice would have been to
display it on the wall. Critics overlook an important point when they reduce the mg to such
a literal example. In actuality, the mg says more about Esther than it does Mrs. Willard. To
Esther, the rug tells a story of denigration, but her desire to see the rug displayed is counterproductive. In a literal sense, hanging a rug on a wall is absurd. From a figurative point
of view, Plath takes this syrnbol a step further. Since Esther wants to see the rug displayed,
the reader is again confronted by Esther's desire for external praise with its positive reinforcement through language. Esther's desires for these outlvard confirmations hinder her
development as a young woman. Here, Plath clearly signals that reducing meaning is about a
denial of oneself.
Esther feels isolated from society because she feels she must recognize the sum of
herselfwithin it to feel whole. She wishes she could be one thing or another since this is how
she interprets others*Jay Cee is the career woman, Doreen is the sexually assured modern
save
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woman, Mrs. Willard and Mrs. Greenwood both represent sacrificial motherhood. Esther
sees these categorizations as separate and exclusive. Note that Esther never relates an event
that contradicts how a character has first been described. These static characters support
how her point ofview does not allow for multiplicity. Reflexively, this demonstrates how she
cannot tolerate multiplicity for herself either. Esther sees herself as a blank slate that has
been written on, but she has not thought about what is beneath that surface. She has not allowed herself to create a self-concept, nor does she see that identity is a project and unstable
in nature. It seems Plath is correct about this unsteadiness since Esther cannot stabilize language in a healthful way.
All of Esther's work is entrenched in language, and mental rehabilitation is no different. Her recovery centers on verbalizing personal experience and how that experience is
translated by others. Her first psychiatrist, Dr. Gordon, unsettles her by asking what is wrong.
Asking Esther to negotiate her experience verbally and her inability to do so accurately is the
center ofthe problem. Esther's reaction is to "control the picture he had ofme by hiding this
and revealing that" (13o). She also tries to remove herself by being noncommittal. However,
Esther's treatment is predicated upon the expert interpretation of her feelings and ideas,
whether negotiated verbally or nonverbally. Susan Boyer contends that when Esther begins
treatment she "is already emptied of words or reactions that can be interpreted or understood" (zr4). However, this is inaccurate since no matter how verbal or evasive Esther is, she
is still at the mercy of outside judgment. Esther consistently responds that she feels only the
same, and by not elaborating, she makes an attempt to retreat from the burdens oflanguage,
However, Esther also indicates she wants Dr. Gordon to intuit her needs. After being asked
once again if she is the same, Esther notes, "So, I told him again, in the same dull, flat voice,
only it was angrier this time, because he seemed so slow to understand, how I hadn't slept for
fourteen nights and how I couldn't read or write or swallow very well" (r35). While repeating
the same words, Esther wants Dr. Gordon to decode her secrets; she wants to be understood
but cannot find suitable language for this purpose.
In the same session, Esther shows him a letter she wrote and then destroyed. Playing
upon the idea of intuition, Esther hopes Dr. Gordon will see this as a metaphor for the unreliability oflanguage, since her message is forever obscured. However, Esther is not successful
in this respect as she notes, "Doctor Gordon seemed unirnpressed" (3S). Compounding Esther's failure to have this slnnbol of abandoned language read according to her specifications
is the reality of Dr. Gordon's authority. In this context, it is clear Esther's understanding of
the Ietter is dominated by her psychiatrist's judgment. Though literally reading the letter is
impossible, Esther cannot keep Dr. Gordon from interpreting what it may signifo. None of
Esther's attempts to withdraw from language provide relief; in fact, they lead to an unexpected consequence. Dr. Gordon prescribes shock treatments, so once again Esther is punished
for not finding the right words to convey her innermost thoughts.
Waiting for her first shock treatment, Esther sees several silent patients, and she is
unable to share her fear and questions with Dr. Gordon. After treatment, Plath returns to
metaphor to express Esther's tenuous hold on language. Asked how she feels, Esther recalls
the horror of being shocked by a lamp in her father's study. She remembers screaming and
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finally claiming she
(r44)' Dr' Gordon accepts this empty language and fujher
vaiidates the disparity of language and experience when he re"ounis a siory-he
told previously
ir it *ur"
for the first time. Subsequent treatments make her feel blind and heiplerr,
", describes
riath
it as "being transported at enormous speed down a tunnel into the earth. until "the
voices
stopped" (r7o). Esther cries for her mother as the darkness turns to
nack, bui thu." i, no
response' She says that she cannot see and she hears a voice explain,
"[t]here are lots ofblind
people in the world. you'll marry a nice blintl man some
day"-(r7r1.A[eit for a short whire,
Esther is an equivocal sight'less mute. Her senses abandon he.'until
nr.ir-v
she
feels the same as before"rr"
"."Arms
As Esther is institutionalized, Plath continues discussing the
trouble of language
feels "all right"

Es-

ther feels a certain sense of peace in the sanitarium, even more so when
she is transferred to
an up-scale mental hospital. Some critics contend tiris isolation ir p".iiit.-rt"p
since it allows Esther to concentrate on her problems without the anxiety of "
prl.'.u.us. However, Esther finds many directions for her attention. Esther takls
ln Ir{ir. Norris, an
aphasic patient, since she does not need to depend on language "ornfort
to n"gotiri, iir"1r relationship' uncompelled to explain her experience oilisten to Miis r.ior.l.
tr"io*n, r.g,".
is free from the burden of narrative; they are left to sit in a ".ror","*ituln
si.t"rjiy ,ir"n."- rrgrl.
scholars interpret Esther's..relationship with her new psychiatrist,
D.. Nol;n, ;:;; positive
sisterhood' Yet, it is actually another example of performance
distorting Esther,s identity.
After all, Dr. Nolan's identity as a- hearer depends on her ability to pro"&.
tr," uxlperiences
of others and decode the secrets that will unlock Esther's inner self
therapy
sessio-ns. In actu_ality, Dr. Noran does not help facilitate
a stabre identityro.'bJt
w1,"t rt
do is.provide ways for F'sther to act out, which feign the symptoni,
"i.
oi"-r""'o*ry.
{oe.s
wrr"n"
Esther tells Dr. Nolan that she hates her mother, she tests Dr. Nolan,s
reaction, hoping to
peer at her reflection in her psychiatrist's eyes. It has
been said that nr. lloi"" gi"", E tlr".
the ability to make her own decisions, and, as a result, Esther',feels
independentlin controt"
(wagner-Martin 43). However,this is illusory and best
evidenced throuih or Notan's aecision to use shock therapy in Esther's treatment.
Her first treatments with Dr. Gordon made Esther forget herself.
Though onry temporary, erasing experience is a disturbing means ofrecovery.s
it tak". u*"y E.Trrer', uuitity
to define her experiences. Dr. Nolan's tieatments are better administered,
bJitr"l1. ,..,rtt
is to make Esther feel erased 'like chark on a blackboard'ttrough
;rir.pJringty
she ieei"
rt
peace" (zr4-zr5). since Esther's memory and relationship
to her world t uu" b"Jn--o*"ntarily altered, Esther is free from its burdens, but she is also further
distancJ
herself
and vulnerable once again to the inscriptions of others. susan coyle
recognizes this disparplath's
ity by examining
description of a "recovered" Esther ,.
f;;. coj" .uy, tr,.
analogr "seems to b€ accurate, since the reader does not have a sens"
"
a brand_
new, unblemished tire but of one that has been painstakingly ,"*on"irnr*".i'",
(qta. rn
Bonds 54). Being molded according to expectations of others is
the ."rl "a,-i"-#dJ" Esther,s
rehabilitation. Like Mrs- willard's tit.h"" rug, Esther is flattening
.Inst as a tire carries the weight ofan entire cai, Esther carries th.""*p".tuuon.
oiihu p"rror_

e*t"*l

throujh;;;

fr#

;"il;

;;;i"g;f
"rt;;;;ts;moment.
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mancesheiSsupposedtodeliver.And,astheretreadtireimageasserts,itcannotlastforever.
bv including articles
so long. plath continues to approach narration
iiffii;ffi;i;ti;.
experience has been encapsulated
Her
attempt'
suicide
ancl
detailing Esthe.', ai'upp""o"le
tiremselves offer a short but complete narand distributed to a mass "Ji;;;;h;headlines
provides the exposition; "Sleeping
i.y9-i99"
Mgift.r
ctJd;tre
rative arc_,,scholarship
"Giri
Found Alive!" announces the contft.
pills Feared Missing With Girl;;i"ai.ut.t
"onflict;
it is a reliefto relinquish control
letters,
r"rge capital
clusion (rg8_9g). Neatly la""trn"Ji"
to her' just as her sense of
ne-verbelong
can
story
recovery
Esther's
oftelling her own story'
to heal
self cannot be

t;tioff reads The BeIlJar "as the attempt
i.fi;;;;"
identity can
and false-self systems so that a real and viable
p;fi';;;"i".ir"tio" of Joan Gilling is a prime_example of this

s"tf-d"fin"a.

the fracture between

irrr". ,"ii

into
""d
to. a straightforward, privileged ilyJeaguer' lt turns
fusion (rz). she is someone E.trt". loor.
rin"J.h" too is a patient at the asylum. when
out that Joan,s identity i, "".i.i""ti"".ith"r
,,rrow did you gei rr"r"r" Joan's response.is "I read about you, and I ran away"
Esther asks,
Esther will never provide a sense of self'
(rqs). Plath indicates ht* ;;;V;;onstruction of
Esther's own story for her own actions and experiThis is evidenced by how ir"n J"-rp"
when she discovers Joan is a lesbian. This
air,t"ssed
i"i,[".
r"iii,
or
ences. Esther,s
and her reaction is to reject and
expectations
"on""pt
tultural
word connotes extreme
us which can be both the
within
"tension
.rr*eel" is the
chastise Joan. Highlighting;,riiJ,
politics that aims not simplv at the
identity
r.
locus of personal struggle
identities bui at living up to deeper social and
come

existence,,

d;;;;;;";

ffi;; ;;;;;ffii
".;;"f;;"g-ical
m"oral values" (Calhoun z9)'
and ultimately
has again failedto see multiplicity in another
The irony is that aither j;;;o
social repand
self-concept
own
things*her
two
be
in herself. Esther cannot "iil
tot h"ttu-lt Joan's eventual suicide is a re'iection
;;;;i"-1i;,ht.
she
as
resentarion-just
acting outside cultural expectations' Esther
of this idea entirely "rd ;';;il;;nt'again.t
the definition of a proper voung
haue
;;il;r;;ili;Uoui tr,i, t"""ur? f,.r *orise1 reinforced
tuneral' Esther admits she "didn't know

leeitimation of falsely

'rqn's
woman who i. uppun"a uvli'iiid""i""ty'
*ith Esthe-r asserting "I am, I am, I am" (zqz-43)'
what she was buryi.,g,, uut iilJ ,"""" "r,i.
o, aaj".tl"e te"uos" no such term exists for Esther'
plath chooses to omit
ver"
disgust. Instead, it is Joan's honest attempt at
Esther's
irr""
.""r
,t
;;,
herself, as Joan has at least
"i
deflne
to
"
able
ir
irirt..
i".ir,*l
bal expression tr,ut rro*in".
""a
,"a her only recourse is 1o castigate Joan'
be released from
Jih" no.r"l srfgests Esther may or may notknows
that Esther
reader
The
question'
"naing
in
not"irulv
the sanitarium, this part "f th;
This signifies Esther's inevitable fate-to
leaves the sanitarium
the comfort and conformity of an expectation
id.ntity for"lttd.
qive up her quest for
defined as oppression if it is an independent
be
not
created bv others.
defines motherhood as horrible and limitift"inr,fter
i.
yet,
,"ua".
the
choice_

p;;;il;;;n

;;i""#;

""'"'t':;;;;;;'ifr"
"i.tii-J,

ing.

;;;i;;;
""d';;;;i;'h"*3
*"*'iffi
Moth#ffi;il
"i."""ii "*"."

Though a healthy self_concept a-llows

evidence that Esther has

hJia .r,"rgJ"itr""rt.

change, there is no textual
her
whole life succeeding acspent
has
Esther

forour desires to

cording to the neatly ascribed values ofher culture, and in the end, this does not change. This
is the real question ofthe novel. Does Plath's story support a sense ofwholeness for Esther, a
unification of the many designations that comprise individuals? Esther invests in the mutual
exclusivity of language, and her inability to appreciunification of the many designations that
comprise individuals? Esther invests in the mutual exclusivity oflanguage, and her inability to appreciate language's vast nuances causes her to compartmentalize meaning at horrible costs. For instance, shouldn't Esther take comfort that her benefactress, Mrs. Guinea,
succeeded despite her mental illness? Instead, the focus is on the money she made writing
cheap, trashy novels. Therefore, Mrs. Guinea's story/stories are illegitimate. Esther cannot
grasp the grey areas in life and does not recognize the:
[t]ension between identity-putatively singular, unitary and integral-and
identities-plural, cross-cutting and dMded-is inescapable at both individual and collective levels. As lived, identity is always project, not settled
accornplishment; though various external ascriptions or recognitions may
be fixed and timeless (Calhoun zz).
We neversee if Esthercanlivewithpiecingthese ideastogether. When Plath earliercomments
that Esther was "all right" again, the inadequateness oflanguage rears its head. Containing
Esther's experience in two brief words sounds as ridiculous as it actually is. Additionally, it is
crucial that Plath ends the novel without an afterword from Esther. Plath leaves Esther "on
the threshold" of entering her release hearing (z++). The reader never knows what was said
at the hearing; Plath closes the scene before the meeting begins. It seems both scripts have
alreadybeen written, and the performers will act as expected. The refusal to use language allows Esther, like the silent Miss Norris, to free herself from determining who she is. Resigned
to the judgments of others, Esther walks onstage as an actress would. She remembers how
"[t]he eyes and faces all turned themselves toward me, and guiding myself by them, as by a
magical thread, I stepped into the room" (24$.The novel does not end neatly with a climactic assertion of self; rather, Esther allows cultural perceptions to have the final word.
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